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ABSTRACT 

USING A DEEP CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL NETWORK TO MAP SOCIAL 

MEDIA PHOTO TOPICS ACROSS MAJOR CITIES 

Sean Stuekerjuergen, M.S. 

George Mason University, 2017 

Thesis Director: Dr. Anthony Stefanidis 

 

Recent research has demonstrated the potential of mining geotagged Twitter data 

in order to identify distinct places as spatial clusters of thematically congruent tweets 

posted from these locations. But social media interaction and participation is not only 

textual: social media platforms are multimedia in nature, encompassing imagery as well 

as text. Accordingly, a research question emerges on whether geotagged imagery posted 

in social media can also be analyzed to reveal thematic clusters, furthering our abilities to 

harvest platial content from such crowd-contributed content. Such studies can be enabled 

by the recent advent of convolutional neural networks that can be trained to automatically 

and accurately classify imagery. In this thesis we pursue a study of automatically 

classified crowd-contributed geotagged imagery from six major cities, in order to assess 

the emergence of spatial semantic associations.
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview 
 

With the advent of cameras in cell phones and the open sharing of photos on the 

internet, in particular social media, a visual portion of the world is uploaded to the 

internet every day. Pixel data has very quickly become the most ubiquitous data on the 

internet. According to CICSCO, in 2014 64% of internet traffic was from video, and that 

number will grow to 80% by 2020 (CISCO 2016). Every 60 seconds, over 100 hours of 

YouTube video is uploaded, 56,000 new photos are uploaded on Instagram, and over 

1,000 images are uploaded to Flickr (GO-GLOBE, Flickr API 2016). In that same 

timeframe, 430,000 tweets are sent. While geolocated Twitter posts can offer semantic 

geospatial data through text classification, it is only recently with the advent of 

convolutional neural networks (CNN) that models can be trained to automatically tag 

imagery with near-human accuracy (Russakovsky et al. 2015). This ability offers the 

opportunity to ingest the content of pixel data as semantic data without the enormous 

effort of viewing the large amounts of photos and video. This offers a way to classify 

images by identifying specific objects in them, for example classifying an image as sports 

or recreational when it depicts an athlete (Cano et al., 2011). When the classified images 

are geotagged, such thematic labels can be projected onto the corresponding physical 

locations.  
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This newfound ability to automatically assign thematic labels to geotagged 

imagery is allowing us to pursue the following research question that forms the crux of 

this thesis: are there identifiable thematic clusters of geotagged classified imagery 

contributed to social media platforms?  

If one is to assume that the act of posting a particular image to a social media 

platform from a certain location is not a random process, but instead is also reflective of 

that location’s particular character (e.g. one would most likely post a sports-related image 

from a stadium, or an entertainment-related photo from a theater) then, mining such data 

can lead to capturing the thematic character of different locations. Building on Jenkins et 

al. (2016), we argue that such thematic clusters offer an additional avenue to crowdsource 

a collective sense of place, thus advancing our understanding of the perceptual views of 

the world around us. This study hypothesizes that such characterizations of place can be 

done in an automated fashion, using a trained CNN combined with an improved 

thresholding technique to reduce the need for manual validation.   

In order to support the direct comparison of results, in this study we will use the 

same Twitter dataset as Jenkins et al. (2016), and the same thematic topics used in that 

study. Success in this study will further demonstrate the idea of ambient geospatial 

intelligence as proposed by Stefanidis et al. (2013).  Ambient geospatial intelligence is 

the concept that while much user generated content on social media is not intentionally 

volunteered geographic information, such as in the case of Open Street Map (OSM), still 

similar and potentially more valuable data can be extracted from typical social media data 

such as text or images.  
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1.2 Thesis Structure 
 

The structure of this thesis is as follows.  Section 2 will briefly review deep 

learning and CNNs, and their usage in image classification and computer vision from 

their advent to the formation of the network architecture used in this study. This will be 

followed by details about training the CNN used in this study.   

Section 3 will discuss the data Twitter data used in this study. This discussion will 

include the data attributes and structure, as well as how photos on Twitter are stored and 

accessed. This section will demonstrate that Twitter is a source of photos from across 

various social media platforms, and compare Twitter text and imagery in reference to 

geographic context. 

Section 4 will discuss a novel method of classification scoring that was 

implemented for this study to improve accuracy. The method will be discussed in detail 

from theory to practice. 

Section 5 will discuss the results of the study, and present some of those results. 
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2. IMAGE CLASSIFICATION AND DEEP CONVOLUTIONAL NEURAL 

NETWORKS 

2.1 Deep Convolutional Neural Networks 
 

The groundwork for today’s deep CNNs has been built over years of research in 

neural science and computer vision. Hubel and Wiesel’s (1959) research into the 

processing of images in a cat’s brain led to the discovery that biological vision is based 

on a network of neurons which perform very basic vision tasks, such as recognizing 

vertical and horizontal bars. These neurons are structured in a network of layers that act 

as filters which process inputs and pass outputs on to subsequent layers. In this way, the 

neural network can efficiently abstract and process an image. A cat will determine what it 

is looking at based on which neurons are firing and how that pattern compares to past 

experiences. LeCun et al. (1998) successfully used an artificial version of a neural 

network structure to classify handwritten characters. 

Lowe (1999) focused on identifying key local features of an object, which 

allowed for a classification method that was invariant to the scale or rotation of an object.  

In a CNN this important feature is achieved with a convolutional layer. This layer applies 

features it has learned in previous training and performs a convolution on an input image, 

the results of which are passed on to an activation layer. The activation layer will activate 

artificial neurons based on the signal from the convolutional layer and an activation 
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function. The behavior of these neurons, based on their behavior during training, will 

determine how an image is classified. By performing many convolutions and neuron 

activations, a CNN can begin to teach itself the common features of a labeled set of 

images, allowing for unsupervised training. A deep CNN is formed by stacking many of 

these layers, allowing for increasingly more complex learning, and generally higher 

classification accuracy.  

2.2 ImageNet 
 

ImageNet is an image dataset consisting of over 14 million images that fall within 

nearly 22,000 categories based on the WordNet hierarchy (Deng et al. 2009, Miller et al. 

1990). WordNet is a hierarchical lexical reference system based on the lexical semantic 

association of words. In using WordNet’s structure of word and term associations, 

ImageNet’s dataset can be presented in a formal parent, child, and sibling structure that 

adds further context to the image categories. ImageNet is an invaluable dataset for 

machine learning and image classification, and the yearly ILSVRC (ImageNet Large 

Scale Visual Recognition Competition) challenge has led to major advancements in these 

fields (Deng et al. 2012). The 2012 ILSVRC was won by Krizhevsky et al. (2012) with 

AlexNet.  AlexNet is a deep CNN that was efficiently trained thanks to advances in 

GPUs (Graphics Processing Units) and optimized 2D convolutions. AlexNet contains 

several layers that aided in training efficiency and accuracy, including Rectified Linear 

Units (ReLUs), a neuron activation function which demonstrated a six times faster 
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training, leading to an improved classification performance. AlexNet achieved a top-5 

error rate of 15.3%.   

After the creation of AlexNet, small improvements were made by using smaller 

window sizes, multiple scales, and further data augmentation via image transformations 

to training data (Sermanet et al. 2014, Howard 2014). The 2014 ILSVRC winner in 

localization and runner up for classification featured a CNN created by Simonyan and 

Zisserman (2014) of the Visual Geometry Group (VGG) at the University of Oxford.  

This VGG network achieved a top-5 error rate of 7.32% (Russankovsky et al. 2015). This 

improvement was thanks to increasing the depth of the CNN to 16 and 19 layer networks. 

VGG also uses smaller layers than AlexNet. This allowed for less total parameters in 

each layer, thus allowing for a deeper network. This strategy of smaller but more 

numerous layers was also employed by GoogLeNet (Szegedy et al. 2014), the ILSVRC 

2014 classification winner. This study will be utilizing a single VGG 16 layer network, 

which outperformed GoogLeNet in single network classification accuracy (Simonyan and 

Zisserman 2014). 

2.3 Training 
 

The CNN in this study was trained on over 3.4 million total images, which were 

grouped into 3150 categories, with 1000 images used for training and a minimum of 100 

images used for validation.  The majority of the category labels were based on the 

ImageNet hierarchy (Deng et al. 2009).  This training set represents a significant increase 

in size relative to the ILSVRC, which has 1000 categories consisting of a total of 1.3 
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million images for training and 50K for validation (Deng et al. 2012).  The training 

images were resized to 256x256, and image augmentation was performed on categories 

that were below the 1000/100 training/validation threshold, and consisted of image flops 

and 15° rotations. The mean of the entire training set was also subtracted from each 

image. Training was done using Berkley Vision and Leaning Center’s (BLVC) Caffe 

(BVLC 2017), and aided by NVIDIA’s DIGITS user interface (NVIDIA 2017) and four 

NVIDIA K40 GPUs. The model was trained for 100 epochs with a batch size of 48. 

A CNN trains by performing many forward passes and back-propagations. In the 

forward pass, an image passes through many layers, with convolution and subsampling 

steps followed by neuron activations.  The output signal from activating neurons is then 

passed on to subsequent layers. At the end of the network, the loss is calculated based on 

how well the model separated images into their correct categories in that given batch. 

Based on that loss, a signal is then sent back through the network in a back-propagation 

step, which modifies the behavior of the neurons based on how they performed, allowing 

for the network to reinforce the most important signals for classification. 
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3. TWITTER DATASET 

3.1 Twitter Data Structure 
 

The data used in this study was obtained from the Twitter API (Twitter 2017). 

Twitter was created in 2006 by Jack Dorsey, and is a social network platform that allows 

users to send and receive messages, referred to as tweets, containing a maximum of 140 

characters of text. When obtained through the Twitter API, these tweets have additional 

metadata including place names, a timestamp for when the message was posted, and if 

permission was granted by the user, geographic coordinates. This tweet geolocation 

feature is not activated by default, therefore users must opt in. Typically, users will opt in 

for the ability to display their current location to other users in the social network.   

In addition to text, tweets can also contain images. The images can come from 

many different sources, including Twitter’s own function that will post images taken 

from a user’s cell phone. Other cell phone applications such as FourSquare (FourSquare 

2017), Vine (Vine 2017), and Facebook (Facebook 2017) also streamline access to 

Twitter, allowing for images and video taken with a cell phone to be posted to Twitter.  

Twitter’s interoperability with these other social media applications allows for Twitter to 

be a microcosm of photos across several social media platforms.  

There is not always a strong association between a tweet’s contents and its 

geographic coordinates. A Twitter user can claim in the text of their message to be in 
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New York City, when their coordinates are actually in Chicago. A user tweeting about a 

football game may be at the location of the game, or may be watching it on television. 

Images from a cell phone camera however are often taken of a user’s surroundings and 

are thus more likely to be related to their location than the text of a tweet.  

3.2 Twitter Data Processing 
 

The data used in this study consists of all geolocated tweets sent in the 2015 

calendar year, across six major cities; Los Angeles, London, Singapore, New York City, 

Jakarta, and Rio de Janeiro. The total number of tweets is illustrated in Table 1. Of this 

total, only a portion of the tweets contained an image. Any images that could still be 

accessed (had not been deleted) were downloaded temporarily for image classification. 

The classification results were presented as the top 5 most likely categories represented in 

the image. 
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Table 1 Geolocated Tweet Counts Per City (2015) 

 

City 

 

Total 

Total 

Images 

Processed 

Los Angeles 522362 74682 

London 5416926 49451 

Singapore 3032270 58080 

New York 

City 

6918677 88406 

Jakarta 14428300 128001 

Rio de 

Janeiro 

16260828 44946 
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4. VALIDATED ASSOCIATION SCORING TECHNIQUE 

4.1 CNN Scoring 
 

 

Images were prepared for classification by the model in the same fashion as the 

images used for training; by first resizing them to 256x256 and then subtracting the 

training data mean. The model was then loaded into memory in a Python script using 

Caffe, and the images were sent through the model in a forward pass through the network 

similar to how the model was trained, but without the training step of back-propagation. 

In this way, the neurons in the network will behave in a similar fashion to how they were 

trained. 

The VGG model results are presented as a list of all 3,150 categories in the model 

via a final softmax layer, each with a score representing the likelihood that the category is 

present in the image relative to the other categories (all of the scores sum to 1). Typically, 

the classification results are filtered down to the top 5 highest scores and the rest are 

discarded. Due to the nature of this scoring technique, the number of categories within a 

model can slightly affect the score of a category, as more categories lead to a potentially 

more dispersed score.  This can cause a model with more categories to seem less 

confident in its scoring, and makes a comparison between the scoring of two models with 

two different numbers of categories difficult. While a cautious model may be ideal to 

avoid false positives, it will run the risk of a low recall. 
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A further scoring complication is introduced when the model is confident about 

more than one category in a single image. In such a case, the bulk of the score may 

become divided up amongst several categories. This can lead to lower scores which 

would have been higher otherwise. This can be seen in cases where two or more 

categories in the model are very similar, or when an image is heterogeneous, as many 

real-world images are. While this phenomenon can lead to highly variable scores, causing 

score thresholding to be a bit dubious, it can also be harnessed to further boost scoring 

accuracy with a technique called VAST (Validated Association Scoring Technique).  

4.2 Validated Association Scoring Technique 
 

The principle behind VAST is the association between the top 5 category results 

of the model for a given image. These associations fall within two broad categories; 

associations of the model, and associations of reality. 

Association of the model is defined as a case where the model tends to score two 

or more categories in a similar fashion, due to their similarities. A bird in flight may also 

look similar to an airplane in flight, and therefore the model may often score both of them 

fairly high, even if only one of those categories is correct. These category similarities are 

not always as readily apparent as the bird and airplane example due to the nature of CNN 

learning, however they can be discovered when classifying a large test set of images. This 

association is largely based on how the model learned, and what it chose as key features 

for each category. The presence of ‘bird’ and ‘airplane’ in the top 5 results from the 

model may infer that at least one of those two categories are likely to be in the image, but 
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in this example the association does not assist in distinguishing which of those categories 

is truly in the image. Both categories could potentially be present. 

Association of reality is a more readily apparent concept. A baseball player is 

likely to be on a baseball field, therefore the presence of one of those categories may help 

inform the likelihood that the other category is also present. A car is likely to be on a 

road. An airplane is either in the sky, or at an airport. However, these associations can 

also have a negative correlation. A car in water is likely a false positive. We can therefore 

infer that when ‘car’ and ‘road’ are high scoring categories, they are more likely to be 

correct than a result where ‘car’ and ‘water’ are high scoring categories. 

VAST represents these associations as weights that can modify the scores from 

the model output. The weights can be generated empirically by classifying many 

manually validated or tagged images, preferably images that are more heterogenous than 

those typically used for CNN training. The VAST weights for this study were created 

using over 400k validated images. By binning results by category, the most common true 

positive associated tags, and the most common false positive associated tags, can be 

determined by their frequency. This process is akin to constructing a positive and a 

negative confusion matrix, and using the results of those matrices as weights. These 

weights can then be used to modify the scores of future classifications based on the 

categories that are present in the top 5 based on the VAST formula below, where O is the 

original score from the model, P is the sum of positive weights, and X is the sum of 

negative weights. 
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Equation 1 VAST Score 

𝑉𝐴𝑆𝑇 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = (log1.55((𝑂 + 𝑃 − 𝑋) − 3) ∗ 10) − 8 

 

 

 

Typical VAST weights range from near zero in cases where there are no 

significant category co-occurrences, to as high as 25 in cases of frequent category co-

occurrence.  This study used VAST scoring to modify the scores from the VGG model in 

order to improve accuracy as well as improve the ability to threshold the results based on 

the scores. VAST also allowed for a significantly quicker feedback loop to further 

improve accuracy, as results can be fed back into the VAST weights much more quickly 

than images can be added to the training set and a new CNN trained. 
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5. RESULTS 

5.1 Image Classification Results 
 

The classification results were mapped to broader categories based on the 

semantic relationships between the specific 3,150 categories in the model, and the 14 

broader categories. The number of specific categories mapped to each broader category is 

shown in Table 2, and the specific category names can be found in the Appendix. This 

mapping left 2,210 categories in the VGG model which were not used in this study, but 

aided in eliminating potential false positives in the results. The results were assigned to 

these broader categories based on the highest scoring (top 1) model category, using 

VAST scoring.  

Figure 1 demonstrates the histogram for all top 1 VAST score results. The results 

generally follow a normal distribution, with the exception of some outlying very low 

scores. This behavior is a result of the VAST scoring, which can severely reduce the 

score of likely false positives from the VGG model.  
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Table 2 Number of Specific Categories Within Each Broad Category 

 

Broad Category 

Total Number 

of Specific 

Categories 

Animal 30 

Business 164 

Demonstration 4 

Education 25 

Entertainment 107 

Means of 

Transportation 

248 

Natural Place 6 

Plant 4 

Politician 31 

Recreation 69 

Religious 45 

Sports 126 

Village 61 

Written Work 20 

 

 

Figure 1 Top 1 VAST Score Histogram 
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5.2 Geographic Distributions 
 

The geographic distributions were mapped using VAST score results at a 

threshold of 80 and above, which represents approximately one standard deviation above 

the mean, and represents the most confident classification results. Figure 2 demonstrates 

a comparison of a 60 and 80 score threshold of ‘Natural Place’ results in New York City. 

The base map is OpenStreetMap (OSM) in QGIS. 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Natural Places in New York City 
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The geospatially located ‘Natural Place’ images in Figure 2 are most commonly 

located in park areas (most notably Central Park) and along the Hudson and East rivers. 

While this is still commonly true among the photos in a VAST score range of 60 to 80, 

there is also an increase in noise.   

The ‘Sports’ images category contains many more specific categories than 

‘Natural Places’ and can thus be less definitive in aggregate. Everything from stadiums 

and athletic fields to bowling alleys and gyms can be identified. In this case, the most 

frequented features (and thus those with the most images posted to Twitter) tend to 

emerge as spatial clusters. Figure 3 demonstrates ‘Sports’ images in a section of Jakarta, 

and highlights clusters at a skating rink inside of a shopping mall, and a large stadium. 

One advantage of beginning with specific categories in this study is the ability to 

revert back to them in order to identify specific attributes of a cluster. Figure 4 

demonstrates the same area of Jakarta as Figure 3, however the specific categories ‘ice 

skate’ and ‘stadium bowl arena sports stadium’ have been isolated, which aids in 

characterizing the clusters in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 Sports in Jakarta 

 

Figure 4 Sports, Ice Skate, and Stadium in Jakarta  
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5.3 Twitter Text Comparison 
 

The results of the image classification were further scrutinized by investigating 

common terms found within the tweet text of each broad category and each city. A 

comparison of the specific model categories contained in the results, and the Twitter text, 

can aid in demonstrating whether one has any relevance to the other, and how well the 

model itself performed in cases where that relevance is strong. A word cloud is an 

intuitive visualization used to show the most common terms in a set of data. The font size 

of each term in a word cloud demonstrates the term’s relative frequency compared to the 

other terms. A very frequent term will have a very large font, while a less frequent term 

will be proportionally smaller. Figure 5 contains the word clouds for the New York 

‘Natural Places’ data, and Figure 6 contains the word clouds for the Jakarta ‘Sports’ data , 

generated using the Python world_clouds library (Mueller 2012). In both instances, the 

most common terms found within the broad category image classification results is 

compared to the common terms found within the tweet text of those same results. 

It can be hypothesized that a frequent use of place names in the text results may 

indicate a desire of the users to add location data to their images. As shown by Chua et al 

(2016), tourists have a strong desire to take photos and post them to social media, and 

may also be more likely to use a place name. 
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Figure 5 New York City Natural Places Word Cloud  

 

Figure 6 Jakarta Sports Word Cloud  
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This study attempted to mirror Jenkins et al. (2016) in the realization of a 

crowdsourced sense of place using text classification, but relied on image classification 

instead. The goal of this study was to further demonstrate the idea of ambient geospatial 

intelligence as proposed by Stefanidis et al. (2013).  A deep CNN was used to train a 

model to classify images from Twitter, the output of which was modified with a new 

scoring technique based on associated categories and observed model performance. It 

was hypothesized that these efforts could lead to an automated characterization of place 

based on social media image classification. Accordingly, results were shown that 

demonstrated the effectiveness of this process. An unsupervised deep CNN trained on 

thousands of categories classified spatially located images, and effectively created 

additional ambient geospatial data that was otherwise not available without significant 

manual image tagging. 

This research can be furthered in several ways. While VAST helped to improve 

the model accuracy, it is common for participants in the ILSVRC to use an ensemble of 

several models, taking an average score. This has been demonstrated to give some 

accuracy gains, however they come at the cost of increased classification time. Similarly, 

participants may also extract the features from the last layer of a CNN and use them to 

train a support vector machine for classification.  
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 There may be an advantage to training a model on data specifically sourced from 

social media platforms, to potentially better match the target dataset. A model trained in 

this fashion could potentially exhibit higher accuracy, however there is also the potential 

to overfit such a model, leading it to be less effective for other tasks and less flexible 

when social media habits potentially change. 

While the word clouds in this study allowed for a simple comparison between the 

image classification results and the text of the tweets, it may be hypothesized that a 

combination of image classification as demonstrated in this study, and text classification 

as demonstrated in Jenkins et al. (2016), may yield improved results. Such a combination 

may not only lead to improved accuracy and confidence, but a comparison of the two 

approaches may lead to further insights. 
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APPENDIX 

Animal Categories 

apiary bee house kennel doghouse dog house 

aquarium fish tank marine museum leash tether lead 

aviary bird sanctuary volary menagerie zoo zoological garden 

basilisk muzzle 

beekeeper apiarist apiculturist pig bed pig 

bird feeder birdfeeder feeder pound dog pound 

birdbath rabbit hutch 

birdcage saddle 

birdhouse spider web spiders web 

chameleon stable stalls horse barn 

chicken yard hen yard chicken run 
fowl run 

stall 

cowbarn cowshed cow barn 
cowhouse byre 

starting gate starting stall 

dogsled dog sled dog sleigh stock saddle Western saddle 

fishbowl fish bowl goldfish bowl horseman equestrian horseback 
rider 

horse wrangler wrangler jockey 

 

Business Categories: 

Open pit mining duplicator copier 

QWERTY keyboard employee 

Ritz employer 

Tablets espresso shop 

Thermal power plants establishment 

Xerox xerographic copier Xerox 
machine 

facsimile facsimile machine fax 

accommodation farmers market green market 
greenmarket 

affiliate file file cabinet filing cabinet 
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alehouse file folder 

answering machine flea market 

anteroom antechamber entrance 
hall hall foyer lobby vestibule 

florist florist shop flower store 

associate food court 

atrium funeral home funeral parlor funeral 
parlour funeral chapel funeral 
church funeral-residence 

autoclave sterilizer steriliser garage service department 

automat gift shop novelty shop 

automation headquarters central office main 
office home office home base 

background desktop screen 
background 

hotel 

baker bread maker insurance broker insurance agent 
general agent underwriter 

bakery bakeshop bakehouse junk shop 

bar keyboard 

barber chair lab bench laboratory bench 

barmaid lab coat laboratory coat 

baron big businessman business 
leader king magnate mogul power 
top executive tycoon 

laser printer 

barrel vault lounge waiting room waiting area 

barrelhouse honky-tonk lumbermill sawmill 

bartender barman barkeep 
barkeeper mixologist 

machinist mechanic shop mechanic 

bazaar bazar manageress 

beer hall marketplace market place mart 
market 

blast furnace maternity hospital 

boardroom council chamber medical practitioner medical man 

bookshop bookstore bookstall mercantile establishment retail store 
sales outlet outlet 

booth cubicle stall kiosk mill-hand factory worker 

boss monitor 

bulldozer dozer motel 

butcher shop meat market motor hotel motor inn motor lodge 
tourist court court 

cafe coffeehouse coffee shop coffee 
bar 

mouse computer mouse 

cafeteria network electronic network 

card index card catalog card 
catalogue 

office business office 
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cardcase office building office block 

cash machine cash dispenser 
automated teller machine automatic 
teller machine automated teller 
automatic teller ATM 

oil refinery petroleum refinery 

cash register register open-air market open-air 
marketplace market square 

central processing unit CPU C.P.U. 
central processor processor 
mainframe 

package store liquor store off-
licence 

certified public accountant CPA personal computer PC 
microcomputer 

charcuterie photocopier 

checkout checkout counter plane carpenters plane 
woodworking plane 

chief executive officer CEO chief 
operating officer 

plaza mall center shopping mall 
shopping center shopping centre 

chip microchip micro chip silicon 
chip microprocessor chip 

printer 

cleaners dry cleaners printer printing machine 

coal miner collier pitman production line assembly line line 

cobbler shoemaker reception 

computer computing machine 
computing device data processor 
electronic computer information 
processing system 

reception desk 

computer circuit reception room 

computer keyboard keypad refinery 

computer monitor resort resort hotel holiday resort 

computer screen computer display resort hotel spa 

computer system computing system 
automatic data processing system 
ADP system ADPS 

restaurant eating house eating 
place eatery 

computer user safe-deposit safe-deposit box 
safety-deposit safety deposit box 
deposit box lockbox 

concrete mixer cement mixer salesman 

confectionery confectionary candy 
store 

salesperson sales representative 
sales rep 

conference room salon beauty salon beauty parlor 
beauty parlour beauty shop 

conference table council table 
council board 

scanner digital scanner image 
scanner 

control tower scanner electronic scanner 

convenience store seller marketer vender vendor 
trafficker 

cooling tower shop store 
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country store general store trading 
post 

shopping bag 

craftsman artisan journeyman 
artificer 

shopping basket 

craftsman crafter shopping cart 

crane small stores 

data system information system snack bar snack counter buffet 

delicatessen deli food shop staff member staffer 

derrick steel mill steelworks steel plant 
steel factory 

desk stockroom stock room 

desk phone supermarket 

desktop computer Technician 

diner tenement tenement house 

director waiter server 

display window shop window 
shopwindow show window 

Waitress 

dredger Worker 

drill rig drilling rig oilrig oil rig workman workingman working man 
working person 

drilling platform offshore rig Workroom 

drugstore apothecarys shop 
chemists chemists shop pharmacy 

Workstation 

dry dock drydock graving dock worktable work table 

 

Demonstration Categories: 

anarchist nihilist syndicalist demonstrator protester 

anti marcher parader 

 

Education Categories 

Sharpie mortarboard 

adding machine totalizer totaliser music school 

chalk planetarium 

classroom schoolroom probationer student nurse 

conservatory conservatoire quad quadrangle 

crayon wax crayon school schoolhouse 

day nursery day care center schoolchild school-age child pupil 

day school schoolfriend 
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headmaster schoolmaster master schoolmaster 

lectern reading desk schoolmate classmate schoolfellow 
class fellow 

lecture room teacher instructor 

library university 

microscope 

 

Entertainment Categories: 

CD-ROM compact disc read-only 
memory 

cornet horn trumpet trump 

CD-R compact disc recordable CD-
WO compact disc write-once 

cymbal 

CD player digital camera 

Ferris wheel disk jockey disc jockey dj 

Hawaiian guitar steel guitar drum membranophone tympan 

Radio drumhead head 

Walkman drummer 

accordion piano accordion squeeze 
box 

drumstick 

acoustic guitar electric guitar 

amphitheater amphitheatre entertainer 

assembly hall flutist flautist flute player 

audio system sound system guitar 

auditorium harmonica mouth organ harp mouth 
harp 

backgammon board harp 

ballroom dance hall dance palace high-definition television HDTV 

banjo keyboard instrument 

bass keyboardist 

bass basso magician prestidigitator conjurer 
conjuror illusionist 

bass drum gran casa mandolin 

bass fiddle bass viol bull fiddle 
double bass contrabass string bass 

marimba xylophone 

bass guitar motion-picture camera movie 
camera cine-camera 

bass horn sousaphone tuba music stand music rack 

bassoon musical instrument instrument 

box office ticket office ticket booth musician instrumentalist player 

brass brass instrument opera opera house 
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bumper car Dodgem organ pipe organ 

cabaret nightclub night club club 
nightspot 

organist 

cable television cable percussionist 

camcorder piano keyboard fingerboard clavier 

camera photographic camera puppeteer 

camera lens optical lens rock opera 

camera tripod rock star 

caroler caroller sax saxophone 

carousel carrousel merry-go-round 
roundabout whirligig 

singer vocalist vocalizer vocaliser 

cassette deck snare drum snare side drum 

cassette player sounding board soundboard 

cassette recorder stage 

celebrant celebrator celebrater steel drum 

cellist violoncellist stringed instrument 

cello violoncello tambourine 

chime bell gong tenor saxophonist tenorist 

cinema movie theater movie theatre 
movie house picture palace 

theater theatre house 

circus acrobat theater curtain theatre curtain 

circus tent big top round top top theremin 

clarinet trombone 

clavier Klavier trumpeter cornetist 

clock radio videocassette recorder VCR 

clown buffoon videodisk videodisc DVD 

clown buffoon goof goofball merry 
andrew 

viola 

cocktail lounge viola da gamba gamba bass viol 

color television colour television 
color television system colour 
television system color TV colour 
TV 

violin fiddle 

concert-goer music lover violist 

concert grand concert piano wind instrument wind 

concert hall 
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Means of Transportation Categories: 

Commercial helicopters limousine limo 

Humvee Hum-Vee liner ocean liner 

Model T locomotive engine locomotive 
engine railway locomotive 

Pullman Pullman car luggage compartment automobile 
trunk trunk 

Segway Segway Human 
Transporter Segway HT 

mail train 

Zamboni marina 

air terminal airport terminal military vehicle 

aircraft carrier carrier flattop attack 
aircraft carrier 

minibus 

aircraft engine minivan 

airdock hangar repair shed mizzen mizen 

airfield landing field flying field field moped 

airfoil aerofoil control surface 
surface 

motor 

airliner motor scooter scooter 

airplane aeroplane plane motor vehicle automotive vehicle 

airplane propeller airscrew prop motorboat powerboat 

airport airdrome aerodrome drome motorcycle bike 

airship dirigible motorcyclist 

ambulance mountain bike all-terrain bike off-
roader 

amphibian amphibious vehicle nautilus nuclear submarine nuclear-
powered submarine 

armored car armoured car oil tanker oiler tanker tank ship 

armored personnel carrier armoured 
personnel carrier APC 

outboard motorboat outboard 

arterial road outrigger 

autobahn outrigger canoe 

automobile engine overpass flyover 

autostrada oxcart 

axle pace car 

balloonist paddle steamer paddle-wheeler 

balsa raft Kon Tiki passenger rider 

banana boat passenger ship 

barge flatboat hoy lighter passenger train 

bark barque pedestrian crossing zebra crossing 

beach wagon station wagon wagon pedicab cycle rickshaw 
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estate car beach waggon station 
waggon waggon 

bicycle-built-for-two tandem bicycle 
tandem 

personnel carrier 

bicycle bike wheel cycle pickup pickup truck 

bicycle chain pier 

bicycle seat saddle pilot boat 

bicycle wheel pilothouse wheelhouse 

biplane plane seat 

blimp sausage balloon sausage police van police wagon paddy 
wagon patrol wagon wagon black 
Maria 

boat pontoon 

bomber pony cart ponycart donkey cart tub-
cart 

bottom freighter merchantman 
merchant ship 

propeller propellor 

boxcar public transport 

bridge span punt 

bucket seat push-bike 

buckle racer race car racing car 

buggy roadster racing boat 

bullet train bullet racing gig 

bumper racing skiff single shell 

bus autobus coach charabanc 
double-decker jitney motorbus 
motorcoach omnibus passenger 
vehicle 

railroads 

cab hack taxi taxicab rearview mirror 

cabin car caboose recreational vehicle RV R.V. 

cabin class second class economy 
class 

river boat 

cable car car roadster runabout two-seater 

camper rotor 

camper camping bus motor home rotor blade rotary wing 

camper trailer rowing boat 

canal boat narrow boat narrowboat sail 

car auto automobile machine 
motorcar 

sail canvas canvass sheet 

car railcar railway car railroad car sailboat sailing boat 

car door sailing vessel sailing ship 

car mirror school bus 
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car seat schooner 

car tire automobile tire auto tire 
rubber tire 

sea boat 

car wheel seaplane hydroplane 

cargo container sedan saloon 

cargo ship cargo vessel self-propelled vehicle 

carriage semitrailer semi 

carriage equipage rig ship 

carriageway shipping cargo ships merchant 
marine merchant vessels 

catamaran shirt 

cockpit sister ship 

compact compact car sled sledge sleigh 

container ship containership 
container vessel 

small boat 

convertible smoker smoking car smoking 
carriage smoking compartment 

copilot co-pilot snowmobile 

coupe snowplow snowplough 

covered bridge speedboat 

covered wagon Conestoga wagon 
Conestoga prairie wagon prairie 
schooner 

sport utility sport utility vehicle 
S.U.V. SUV 

craft sports car sport car 

cruise ship cruise liner station 

cruiser police cruiser patrol car 
police car prowl car squad car 

steam locomotive 

dashboard fascia steamer steamship 

delivery truck delivery van panel 
truck 

steamroller road roller 

diesel-electric locomotive diesel-
electric 

steering wheel wheel 

diesel-hydraulic locomotive diesel-
hydraulic 

sternwheeler 

diesel locomotive steward flight attendant 

dinghy dory rowboat stock car 

dining car diner dining compartment 
buffet car 

streetcar tram tramcar trolley trolley 
car 

divided highway dual carriageway submarine pigboat sub U-boat 

dock dockage docking facility subway train 

driving wheel superhighway information 
superhighway 

dump truck dumper tipper truck 
tipper lorry tip truck tipper 

tail rotor anti-torque rotor 
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electric electric automobile electric 
car 

taillight tail lamp rear light rear lamp 

ferry ferryboat tank army tank armored combat 
vehicle armoured combat vehicle 

fighter fighter aircraft attack aircraft tank car tank 

fighter pilot tank engine tank locomotive 

fire engine fire truck tie railroad tie crosstie sleeper 

fireboat tracked vehicle 

foremast tractor 

foresail trail bike dirt bike scrambler 

four-wheel drive 4WD trailer truck tractor trailer trucking rig 
rig articulated lorry semi 

four-wheeler train railroad train 

freight car tramline tramway streetcar track 

freight liner liner train tramway tram aerial tramway cable 
tramway ropeway 

freight train rattler transporter car transporter 

garbage truck dustcart trestle bridge 

gearshift gearstick shifter gear lever tricycle trike velocipede 

gondola trolleybus trolley coach trackless 
trolley 

gondolier gondoliere truss bridge 

helicopter chopper whirlybird 
eggbeater 

tugboat tug towboat tower 

hot-air balloon used-car secondhand car 

hot rod hot-rod van 

houseboat vehicle 

hovercraft ground-effect machine vessel 

hydrofoil hydroplane vessel watercraft 

jeep landrover wagon waggon 

jet jet plane jet-propelled plane wagon wheel 

jinrikisha ricksha rickshaw wheel and axle 

jolly boat jolly wheelchair 

jumbojet jumbo jet wheeled vehicle 

ladder truck aerial ladder truck widebody aircraft wide-body aircraft 
wide-body twin-aisle airplane 

landing gear windshield wiper windscreen wiper 
wiper wiper blade 

lifeboat yacht racing yacht 
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Natural Places Categories: 

Canal outfall 

Natural water source reservoir 

mound hill stob 

 

Plant Categories: 

agriculturist agriculturalist cultivator 
grower raiser 

cultivator tiller 

arbor arbour bower pergola planter 

 

Politician Categories: 

President of the United States 
United States President President 
Chief Executive 

crown diadem 

Prince of Wales crown princess 

Secretary of State deputy 

Secretary of the Interior Interior 
Secretary 

first lady 

Speaker high commissioner 

advocate advocator proponent 
exponent 

incumbent officeholder 

alderman lawgiver lawmaker 

ambassador mayor city manager 

ambassador embassador queen 

appointee representative 

appointee appointment senator 

ballot box sovereign crowned head monarch 

candidate prospect speaker talker utterer verbalizer 
verbaliser 

captain chieftain state treasurer 

commander in chief generalissimo very important person VIP high-up 
dignitary panjandrum high 
muckamuck 

commissioner 
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Recreation Categories: 

Boy Scout paintball gun 

Park parachute chute 

aerialist parasail 

alpenstock park bench 

alpinist puzzle 

aqualung Aqua-Lung scuba rifle 

backpacking tent pack tent rigging tackle 

beachwear roller coaster big dipper chute-the-
chute 

bench roller skate 

bikini two-piece roulette wheel wheel 

boy scout runner 

canvas tent canvas canvass sandbox 

casino gambling casino scuba diver 

dancer social dancer sculptor sculpturer carver statue 
maker 

diving suit diving dress skate 

drawing chalk skateboard 

dude ranch ski 

dumbbell ski tow ski lift lift 

exercise bike exercycle skin-diver aquanaut 

fishermans lure fish lure slide playground slide sliding board 

fishing gear tackle fishing tackle 
fishing rig rig 

slot machine coin machine 

fishing rod fishing pole snorkel 

fishnet fishing net snorkel schnorkel schnorchel 
snorkel breather breather 

fly tent snowboard 

flywheel spinning rod 

gardener sporting man outdoor man 

handlebar sunbather 

hang glider swimsuit swimwear bathing suit 
swimming costume bathing 
costume 

health spa spa health club swing 

hideaway retreat tent collapsible shelter 

hotel-casino casino-hotel trampoline 

hula-hoop treadmill 
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jungle gym treadmill treadwheel tread-wheel 

kayak water ski 

paintball 

 

Religious Categories: 

Buddhist cross 

Dalai Lama Grand Lama crucifix rood rood-tree 

abbey diocesan 

altar high altar 

altar communion table Lords table menorah 

altar boy metropolitan 

altarpiece reredos mihrab 

baptismal font baptistry baptistery 
font 

minaret 

belfry minster 

bell cote bell cot monk monastic 

bell gable mosque 

bell tower officiant 

campanile belfry pew church bench 

cardinal prayer rug prayer mat 

cathedral duomo presbyter 

chancel sanctuary bema priest 

chapterhouse reliquary 

chasuble shrine 

choir spiritual leader 

church church building steeple spire 

cleric churchman divine ecclesiastic synagogue temple tabernacle 

cloister temple 

confessional 
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Sports Categories: 

Athletic field football helmet 

Frisbee football stadium 

Rollerblade goal 

athlete jock goalpost 

athletic sock sweat sock varsity 
sock 

golf bag 

backboard golf ball 

badminton racket badminton 
racquet battledore 

golfcart golf cart 

ball heavyweight 

ball hawk hitter striker 

ballet dancer hockey skate 

ballet skirt tutu hockey stick 

ballplayer baseball player home plate home base home plate 

bantamweight hurdle 

barbell ice hockey rink ice-hockey rink 

base runner runner ice skate 

baseball medalist medallist medal winner 

baseball bat lumber middleweight 

baseball cap jockey cap golf cap minor leaguer bush leaguer 

baseball glove glove baseball mitt 
mitt 

ping-pong ball 

basket basketball hoop hoop pitcher hurler twirler 

basketball pitching coach 

basketball player basketeer cager pool ball 

bat boy pool player 

bathing cap swimming cap pool table billiard table snooker 
table 

batting cage cage press box 

batting glove puck hockey puck 

batting helmet punching bag punch bag punching 
ball punchball 

billiard ball quarterback signal caller field 
general 

billiard player racquetball 

billiard room billiard saloon billiard 
parlor billiard parlour billiard hall 

referee ref 

black belt right-handed pitcher right-hander 

bobbin spool reel right fielder 
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bobsled bobsleigh bob rodeo 

bocce ball bocci ball boccie ball rugby ball 

bow and arrow scorer 

bowling ball bowl seeded player seed 

bowling pin pin shuttlecock bird birdie shuttle 

bowling shoe soccer ball 

boxing equipment soccer player 

boxing glove glove softball playground ball 

bullfighter toreador speed skate racing skate 

bullpen sport sportsman sportswoman 

bungee bungee cord sport kite stunt kite 

bunker sand trap trap sports equipment 

cheerleader sportswear athletic wear activewear 

clay pigeon squash racket squash racquet bat 

climber stadium bowl arena sports stadium 

cricket bat bat sumo ring 

croquet ball sumo wrestler 

croquet mallet table-tennis racquet table-tennis bat 
pingpong paddle 

crossbow table-tennis table ping-pong table 
pingpong table 

cue cue stick pool cue pool stick tailback 

cue ball tennis ball 

dancer professional dancer 
terpsichorean 

tennis camp 

dancing-master dance master tennis player 

dome domed stadium covered 
stadium 

tennis pro professional tennis player 

dugout tennis racket tennis racquet 

field hockey ball third base third 

field house sports arena uneven parallel bars uneven bars 

fielder fieldsman vaulter pole vaulter pole jumper 

figure skate volleyball 

first base volleyball net 

first baseman first sacker wrestling mat 
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Village Categories: 

Cellular towers chateau 

Dams city hall 

Dumpster clock tower 

Electric Transmission line segments coach house carriage house remise 

Fleet Street colonnade 

French door concrete 

French window condominium condo 

Gas station country house 

Nissen hut Quonset hut dacha 

Power substation detached house single dwelling 

Rail bridge dwelling home domicile abode 
habitation dwelling house 

Roman arch semicircular arch fixer-upper 

Roman building house 

Tunnel kremlin 

adobe adobe brick manor manor house 

apartment flat memorial monument 

apartment building apartment house mobile home manufactured home 

architecture national monument 

back porch ranch house 

beacon lighthouse beacon light 
pharos 

repository monument 

boarding house boardinghouse row house town house 

brick sidewalk pavement 

bricks and mortar skyscraper 

broken arch street 

brownstone streetlight street lamp 

building edifice structure construction 

building complex complex superstructure 

bungalow cottage tower 

cabin town hall 

capitol yard 

castle 
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Written Work Categories: 

billboard hoarding magazine rack 

binder ring-binder news magazine 

binding book binding cover back newspaper paper 

biographer newsstand 

bookcase print media 

bookshelf pulp pulp magazine 

comic book reader 

crossword puzzle crossword reading room 

gazette web site website internet site site 

magazine mag yellow journalism tabloid tab 
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